« The Chaøs Chrønicles is one of
those rare projects in perfect adequacy with the temporality and spirit of the web.
Serendipity, discovery, sociality, the essence of
Lukas and Maÿliss’s peregrination resonates with the
state of our interconnected culture. It is therefore indispensable to consider this project as a global oeuvre,
transmedia, able to touch a wide audience through
multiple means of expression. »

Benjamin Hoguet
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NØTE ØF INTENT

The Chaøs Chønicles allow us to discover the world through the eyes of an iconoclast globe trotting
couple; a father, Lukas Zpira and his Daughter Maÿliss.
Without any real itinerary, plan, or budget, but hungry for experiences, they travel the world often stepping
off the beaten tracks, guided by incredible encounters. Between utopia and dystopia, their quest interrogates our convictions and leaves us filled with a strange mixture of hope and melancholy.
This world, Maÿliss has been observing it through the underground of sub cultures while travelling
alongside her father since she was 5 years old. With this nomadic lifestyle, Lukas invites Maÿliss to an alternative type of education based on experiences, far from the school benches. She celebrates her sixteenth
birthday in the middle of the United States during their first Chrønicles, and has since been observing our
world through the lens of her camera «like through a microscope».
Via these journeys and their most interesting encounters, we witness through the eyes of this atypical duo
and the plurality of their perspective, an era oscillating between a past that will not die and a future yet to
be born.
We rediscover our world with them.
Maÿliss avidly soaking up everything she can, meanwhile Lukas is leaning more toward an analysis and
assessment. The tasks are set naturally. Maÿliss is in charge of the photography and keeps the travel diary
while Lukas writes. Both of them film images as well, though Maÿliss is most often on the forefront through
interviews. Lukas is more withdrawn, appearing mostly via voice over narration.
This dichotomy entices us to rethink our world which we often only see through the prisms of our certitudes. 		
Protean storytelling, these Chønicles began in 2010 but are an ongoing project that writes itself as
the journey continues.
The project was born from a text, a manifesto uploaded on a simple blog. The first photographs appear and
set the mood. The stage set like surroundings of our lives slowly starts to crumble to pieces, like the paint on
a wall begins to chip off and we begin to see the other side, like peeking backstage. We discover through
the images abandoned places, forgotten individuals, isolation, exclusion zones and those of the temporary
autonomy (TAZ). We get a glimpse of the transition spaces of our world, its capacity to mutate and our ability
to adapt.
The images proliferate and kilometres accumulate. In early 2014, a team begins to take shape and enables
the project to evolve, taking on its various forms.
First in a transmedia dimension; merging short films, photography and essays, all accessible on a
multi platform website or immersive installations, but the project has the ambition of going further with the
elaboration of long feature films and books.
So far Lukas and Mayliss have started to work on 3 different Chrønicles; «U.S. Cøast to Cøast», «Central
America» and «The Rise and Fall of Europe». They plan to do one trip a year covering various or areas of
the globe.

REFERENCES & INSPIRATIONS
“ Paris Texas ” Win Wenders, “ La Jetée ” Chris Marker, “ Easy Rider ” Dennis Hopper, Hunter S.Thompson,
Sarah Conner’s character in «Terminator», Wim Wenders Photography, Alex Webb, Vivian Maier and the
works of Albert Kahn.
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CHRØNICLE I - US CØAST TØ CØAST
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THE CHAØS CHRØNICLES I - US CØAST TØ CØAST
ON GOING

NOTE OF INTENT

http://vimeo.com/lukaszpira/thechaoschronicles-part1

U.S. Cøast to Cøast brings us to the genesis of this project, as they cross from state to
state, we discover an America on its knees.
To start the project in the U.S. seemed
obvious since this country has been the magnifying glass of the West for some time.
This particular Chønicle is thought out as a
type of lost footage, put in perspective with
recent images to point out a simple fact; the
country still exists, is still here, just as we are,
but in constant mutation.
Everlast’s «White trash beautiful» sets the rhythm, Bobby MacFerrin’s «Don’t worry be happy» sets the
mood.
This first Chrønicle is the beginning of a great adventure. The road is laid out like a blueprint , we
explore with them the foundation and see a shaky America, on the verge of caricature. A succession of
places and encounters brings about a whole new meaning, a sensation so familiar yet so different.
There is a strong recurrence of symbols, elements, religious signs and flags. The country hangs on to its
symbols to better prove to itself its own existence. We also observe the omnipresence of «for sale» signs,
abandoned houses and deserted businesses, punctuated with unexpected and sometimes furtive encounters.
Maÿliss and Lukas hit the american road for the
first time in 2011, with only 1000$ in their pockets and
minimal filming material, they take their first glance at a
map in the middle of the Death Valley desert! It is then
that they realize the scale of their ambitious project.
Their first trip will bring them from west to east, 12
000 kilometres with no safety net.
They often sleep in the car, truly letting go and taking it
one day at a time, the only plan is to not dawdle too much
in the big cities and avoid the beaten tracks.

They don’t seek anything but find everything.
Maÿliss and Lukas took another trip to
the U.S. in 2015, this time focusing on the east
coast and are currently looking for funding to
go again.
A long feature film is being edited and they are
seeking co-production and distribution.
They are preparing a photo book with texts
and are seeking partners and distributors.
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THE CHAØS CHRØNICLES I - US CØAST TØ CØAST

FOREWORD

It all began when man traded his dreams for his desires,
accumulating all these useless things through which he thought he existed…
Chaos first invaded his mind, before taking over his heart.
The virus of fear began to infect him.
His incapacity to be free became an evidence.
His possessions ended up possessing him.
In order to protect his acquisitions, he isolated himself from the rest of the world,
a world he thought hostile.
Everything fell under control, surveillance, sealed, regulated, alarm.
He brandished as a symbol of his power the keys to the prison he locked himself in.
The era of information only pointed out his ignorance.
Cyberculture utopias were replaced by cyberpunk nightmares.
Man became chained to keywords,
terrorism, crisis, revolution, tsunami, nuclear threat.
Symbols of sincere rebellion transformed into fashion accessories, devoid of meaning.
The collective interest destroyed all attempt of independence.
Consensus became the norm, the norm became the consensus.
Chaos.
It might all have begun when the american dream became the rest of the world’s worst nightmare.
Only the strong will survive.
If we want to write our history, we should observe our world as explorers, not as spectators.
Nomads in quest of temporary autonomous zones.
What if reality was just a consensus only we can alter?

... “Don’t Worry, Be Happy” answers Maÿliss.
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THE CHAØS CHRØNICLES II - CENTRAL AMERICA
ON GOING

NOTE OF INTENT

http://vimeo.com/lukaszpira/thechaoschronicles-part2

This central part of the americas is in
fact a link between two cultures, two eras, two
different ways of apprehending this world often
in opposition.
It’s a transitional space that spreads
from Mexico to Panama, englobing eight
countries; a huge cultural puzzle.This Chrønicle does not set itself in a specific time framehistory began five hundred years ago- but rather in the spaces on the map and its people,
shaking up the preconceptions we may have.
Sure it’s a dangerous place, but not as much as we imagine, if we follow the rules. A version of Nancy
Sinatra’s «Bang Bang» can be heard, and it is no coincidence. This song becomes an anthem, its down
tempo matching the rhythm of to bus they ride. As spectators, we take the time to listen the host’s advice,
who take pride in making each moment pleasurable, putting us on the right path in order to avoid danger.
This duo and its initiative intrigues them. They welcome us, in the middle of this chaos we feel totally safe.
This part of the world reveals something magical.
For the first trip Maÿliss and Lukas arrive in Mexico by chance, they slowly make their way down through
Guatemala, Salvador, Nicaragua and Costa Rica, following the footsteps of Christian Poveda who was
assassinated in 2009 while he was documenting the life of gang members of «La 18».
Amidst the discovery of these places and its
people, who are often forgotten in history books or reduced to clichés, between shamanic rituals and meeting
gang members, this journey becomes initiatory, an unforgettable life lesson.
Maÿliss and Lukas went back to Mexico in 2014
and 2015, they are currently looking for funding to go
back, this time starting from southern Mexico, and wish
to travel to Belize, Guatemala, Honduras, Salvador, Nicaragua and Panama. Sadly we most often only associate
these countries with political conflicts, dictatorship, drugs
and murders or coffee and chocolate connoisseurs. Average tourists tend to stick to walled resorts. But amongst
all this, there are places, moments, and people that will
shake up all of these biases. This is what Maÿliss and
Lukas try to show us.
Maÿliss and Lukas are looking for funds to
continue this Chrønicle
A long feature film is being edited and they are
seeking co-production and distribution, they
are also looking for funding to continue this
Chrønicle.
They are preparing a photo book with texts and
are seeking partners and distributors.
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THE CHAØS CHRØNICLES II - CENTRAL AMERICA
FOREWORD

transitional space between two continents, dislocation
religion / rites / rituals
folk
unification
chaos
the field of possibilities
family / clan / crew / pandilla /gang
stereotypes
images filtered through the prism of our certitudes
culture / economy / politics
rules distorded to suit context
parallel society
chaos
the field of possibilities
death’s proximity gives us a new meaning to life
new point of view
lost paradise
chaos
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CHRØNICLE III - RISE & FALL ØF EURØPE
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THE CHAØS CHRØNICLES III - RISE & FALL ØF EURØPE
NOTE OF INTENT
ON GOING

For Maÿliss and Lukas, this Chrønicle
was supposed to begin as an exploration of the
Balkan region with a detour through Chernobyl
to visit the abandoned city, discover Ukraine
and the borders of Europe.
They find themselves confronted with its
limits and come across its numerous exclusion
zones.
Maÿliss was born in a Europe in the process of unification. For her, the Balkan constitutes a diversity of influences and cultures allowing a transition between the east and west.
For Lukas, it evokes a country that no longer exists, Yugoslavia, which up until not so long ago served as a
border between two opposing blocks.
We are in 2013.Confronted with the cultural and social barriers, they realize the fragility of a dream which
slowly transforms itself into a nightmare. They leave Kiev a few days before civil unrest erupts. The tension
was already palpable.
The first trip lasts 8 weeks and covers 12 000 kilometres through a dozen countries.Once off the major
routes built with european subsidies, the road is very difficult. The lack of funds is felt, Lukas and Maÿliss
often sleep in the car.
Meeting the people and exchanging with them is
rare but intense. It is this human dimension that has moved them the most. These encounters leave their marks
through the images and the words Maÿliss and Lukas
share with us.
January 2015, Maÿliss and Lukas are in France
during the Charlie Hebdo terrorist attack. A few months
later the government sets up new censorship laws and
cuts funding towards culture. They are the first to be
affected by these changes and decide to continue this
Chronicle, but this time to include the rest of Europe.
When Paris is hit again in november 2015 this Chrønicle takes on a new title, «The Rise and Fall of Europe».
Massive Attack’s «Flat of the Blade» sets the tone of the
soundtrack.
Maÿliss and Lukas are looking for funds to
continue this Chrønicle.
A long feature film is being edited, they are
seeking co-production and distribution.
They are preparing a photo book with texts and
are seeking partners and distribution.
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THE CHAØS CHRØNICLES III - RISE & FALL ØF EURØPE
FOREWORD

Sorry Alice, this is not wonderland
1989, the fall of the Berlin wall. We thought then the world to be only divided in two.
Infernum constravit bonae voluntatis
Europe’s borders are constantly redrawn as conflicts amongst the people, crises and population movements increase, and states are loosing their autonomy.
Food, culture, merchandise, airports, highways, housing - all is standardized, managed, produced and
manufactured by multinationals eluding the rules established by their lobbies.
The Union is created to the detriment of the people it pretends to integrate, triggering a rise in communitarianism and nationalism fuelled by the fear of identity loss.
After all, Europe was built purely for economic purposes and is perhaps just a myth or a cynical experiment on the capacity of man to adapt to a norm established and based on statistics, business plans and
stock market trends.
We find ourselves in the heart of history, as we continue down our paths amidst the interstices of a world
under control, having no other choice but to attempt to build a better future.
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UPCØMING - ØN GØING
IN DEVELOPMENT

Some countries are particularly fascinating. Japan is one of
them. Not so unfamiliar, the western media has been present for a
while and Japan has become a common tourist destination.
Although we have gone from photographs of Mount Fuji or geishas
to those of crowded Shibuya crossing and school girls in their uniforms, this country is still portrayed in a series of clichés. Most coverage of rural areas are in the form of ethnological exploration or when
a natural disaster occurs.

JAPAN - FRØM HIRØSHIMA
TØ FUKUSHIMA

Maÿliss and Lukas invite us to discover a different Japan.
One that is lost in its own paradoxes, seeking a new future while
attempting to preserve its bygone past. This country they know very
well. There, Lukas met Satomi in 2002, and they got married in Osaka in 2003. Maÿliss was already there.
They observe the country from the inside, spending several months
a year there, the Japan they know is focused on its human aspect,
intimate. They wish to show us an unknown Japan, or perhaps a forgotten one, sometimes even from its own people.
They have begun documenting already but due to lack of
funding have not yet been able to truly embark on their adventure.

«Down Under» …Australians and New Zealanders equivalence of «back at home».
Two words to define their isolation and remoteness from «it all». Here
again, two words that evoke the european faraway lands of origin.
Down Under also resonates with « to the end of the world» and further than that are countless islands, all just as heavenly as inaccessible for the average traveler.
Beyond that are the glaciers of Antarctica.
Down Under, where many civilizations coexist but are they blending
harmoniously?

DØWN UNDER

These lands of paradoxes are irresistible for Lukas and
Maÿliss who have already explored this side of the world long before
the birth of the Chrønicles, but always sticking to the beaten tracks
of the main cities, with one or 2 short road trips.
They dream about hitting the road for THE big trip through Oceania.
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UPCØMING - ØN GØING
IN DEVELOPMENT

THE CROSSING ...

Filled with nostalgia and some
resentment, this chronicle brings us
on the roads numerous population
movements have followed, between
Europe and north Africa . There is no
worse hatred than the one born from
a disheartened love.
Maÿliss and Lukas mark out
this journey with elements of their
own history, family portraits shown by
Maÿliss’s great grand mother, now
one hundred years old, taken out of
dusty drawers, perhaps for the last
time.

Lukas and Maÿliss hope to develop one chronicle per year.
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FRAGMENTS
A SERIES OF SHORT FILMS DEVELOPED FOR THE ARTE CREATIVE PLATFORM

These Fragments are a focus and pause in a journey where one can take a closer look at one specific moment, person or topic. Although they can be viewed individually, the first series of 5 episodes functions as a whole, a first cycle that allows the project to gain a greater visibility and show Lukas and Maÿliss’s
cinematographic skills.
The 6th fragment brings us to France for the first time, far from the glamourous images of magazines.
A few months after the first terrorist attack in Paris, the country experiences the first consequences resulting
in censorship in culture. Maÿliss and Lukas are in the front row seat.
The Fragments offer them a certain responsiveness and opens new perspectives as they discover
the various possibilities of short film format, specially in terms of narration. They thus decide to continue to
develop these Fragments.
The french and german versions of the Fragments are visible on the ARTE Creative website:

http:// creative.arte.tv/fr/series/chaos-chronicles-fragments

The english and spanish versions which have been edited simultaneously are available for distribution.
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FRAGMENTS
A SERIES OF SHORT FILMS DEVELOPED FOR THE ARTE CREATIVE PLATFORM

Fragment 1 : The Førgøtten
Original music by : Ya Man Trio

Lenght : 11 min 37

This fragment introduces Maÿliss who shares with us her perception of this journey, through the meeting of an exceptional character, in a place wiped off the map. «The furthest east we’ve ever
ventured by car» . This is an excerpt of their voyage through south
east europe. Lukas’s voice narrates in only a few meticulously chosen
sentences, the difficulty of the choices regarding Maÿliss’s education,
to which he favoured life experiences versus traditional schooling.

Fragment 2 : Rituals
Original music by : Neurotrön
Additional text : Otomo ODM

Lenght : 13 min 16

Lukas talks to us about the meaning of rituals and how they
help to structure our society, notably when they are used to mark important stages of one’s life.
Faced with its contemporary approach and the ancestral practices,
sharing a unique moment with a Shaman, for this Fragment Lukas
brings us to the heart of Mexico.

Fragment 3 : Nø Øne
Original music by : D.E.F
Additional text : Tarik Noui

Lenght : 8 min

In the format of a «no comment» this Fragment offers multilayer
interpretations. The images take us to abandoned places where the
geographical placement is of no importance and at best suggested.
Perhaps they show a world wide constancy, the logical cycle of evolution we struggle to comprehend.
This Fragment can be viewed on its own but its web version offers the
possibility to simultaneously activate a soundtrack specially created
for it, and is also accompanied by a text from the talented writer Tarik
Noui.
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FRAGMENTS
A SERIES OF SHORT FILMS DEVELOPED FOR THE ARTE CREATIVE PLATFORM

Fragment 4 : Las Crønicas Del Caøs
Original music by : Mr Yosie Locote
Text : Mr Yosie Locote & Lukas Zpira

Lenght : 8 min 16

Guadalajara. Meeting Mr yosie Locote and Pancha Loca, rappers and gang members of Florencia 13, gives birth to an incredible
project…through a rap song in the «Narco Corrido» style, the traditional tell-tale songs of infamous mexican gangsters, the 2 rappers
tell us the adventures of Maÿliss and Lukas during their mexican trip.
Between the rhymes ,Yosie and Pancha tell us about their own stories
and rough backgrounds.

Fragment 5 : Løst Paradise
«A Capella» : Satomi Zpira

Lenght : 7 min 16

There are encounters that are more meaningful than others.
There are moments when one does not have to say anything but just
listen.
Meeting Evely in the Hopi reserve in Arizona is one of those
magical moments. Through Maÿliss and Lukas we listen to this wise
woman who came from a far away land in order to pursue her dreams.
This is the perfect conclusion of this first cycle of Fragments

Fragment 6 : T.O.T.E.M
Original music by : Pauline toute seule

Lenght : 14 min 41

This Totem is in fact an emblem, a symbol and a T.A.Z. (temporary autonomous zone). A place Lukas and Maÿliss know well. It was
the artistic and experimentation laboratory for Lukas and his wife for
15 years, the playground in which Maÿliss took her first steps in the
underground culture. They share with us in this Fragment a moment of
intimate chaos…
Too avant garde, too edgy to be presentable, the theatre company
and founders of Totem Materia Prima is in the front line of victims
suffering from the recent cultural cutbacks since the Charlie Hebdo
terrorist attack. A mythical place, the fall of the T.O.T.E.M. means the
fall of many ideals. In this Fragment we witness its last breath.
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WEB & INTERACTIVITY
Benjamin Hoguet

INTENTION :
The creation of an interactive experience and maintaining a consistent presence on social media
reveals a double contrast.
The first contrast is between the short term- the immediacy and spontaneity, and the long term- reflexion
and memory. Social media enables direct and instant interaction with the audience . The spontaneity, serendipity of the voyage and the element of surprise found in the approach of the Chaøs Chrønicles is a good
example of the social experience.
Contrary to this momentariness, the elaboration of a narrative interactive oeuvre puts the approach in the
category of the long term. This experience will create a durable memory of the Chrønicles. It is of course
impossible to include the totality of the journey but it can act as a time capsule that evokes the memories
of many adventures.

INTERACTIVE PROPOSITION :
It is in this particular aspect of the project focusing on the interactive experience, that the second contrast
becomes evident; Maÿliss and Lukas’s point of view. Each step of the journey is felt, seen, perceived and
experienced differently and through interactivity, the user has the possibility to choose between the father
and daughter’s point of view, expressed with text, images or narration, suggesting a very interesting opposition and complementarity.
At any point in time, users are free to switch from one narrator to the next. This allows users to confront the
two visions and choose which they wish to follow depending on which one they identify with the most.
Inspired form The Vanishing Game, users will also be able to select the visual environment as well as sound
ambience to complete the narrative interactive experience.

As shown on the sketch, a user can choose to click on buttons
1-5-6, he/she would for example hear Lukas’s text accompanied by
Maÿliss’s visuals and sounds atmosphere.
The changing of configuration is of course possible at any given time
therefore offering a new experience.
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PHØTØGRAPHY

« An image is reality turned inside out, like a glove. »
Tarik Noui

Maÿliss began photography when she was fifteen years old. While traveling for the project, it is with
this medium that she starts to observe the world, «like looking through the lens of a microscope». The goal
is not to document but rather to capture and seize moments, to contemplate, understand and share the
experiences.
Internet users will discover the project through these photographs, uploaded on a regular basis on
social media such as Instagram or Facebook. They are the backbone of the project.
The photographs are also featured in monumental installations during immersive exhibitions. Sometimes up
to a thousand pictures can be found on a single wall, taking the audience from one theme to another, one
country to the next, through a profusion of emotions.
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IMMERSIVE EXHIBITIØNS
«At the crossroads of melancholic evocation and personal magic, Maÿliss and Lukas Zpira take us to a new
realm, aesthetic and cognitive, where visuals - photography, video and fragments of the Chaøs Chrønicles - mingle with
emotions - memories of encounters, objects that carry a force, visible or invisible, such as the peyotl resting in a glass
cube.
In the maze of objects, sounds and images, a dialogue is formed between the now and the hereafter. The energy of chaos
creates a mental landscape, a sensory mapping where everything is connected, fragment to fragment, in a continuum of
tension and peace, of violence and hope.»
Clementine Feuillet, Joseph Antonin Gallery

rience.

The immersive exhibitions fuse various mediums allowing the viewer to live the moment as an expe-

Entire walls are covered with 10X10 photographs, placed randomly and not following a specific chronology
or theme, transporting the audience in a timeless realm where they are given the choice to listen to the
music created specially for the occasion. The projection of the short films «Fragments» along with paintings
and vitreographs , installation cabinets gathering Maÿliss’s travel diaries and objects brought back from
their journeys, traces of what they have seen and experienced, help bring the audience in their universe.
Other installations feature objects which reflect the mystic realm of rituals, by their actual nature and also
by the significance they carry. One might find an Anonymous mask next to an altar where a mexican virgin
mary stands, a U.S. news paper from september 11th or the only american dollar they had upon their arrival
in NYC, placed in glass tube.
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SEMINARS & WØRKSHØPS
Maÿliss and Lukas had the opportunity to present on
numerous occasions some of the Fragments to university
students.
The interests these interventions triggered amongst art students has given birth to great collaborations in the conception of workshops organized with various educational institutions.
These workshops run for a period of 4 weeks, mostly relying
on volunteer work and targets students living in underdeveloped countries.
The first of these workshop took place between august and
september 2015 at the UIEM (Universidad Intercultural del
Estado de Mexico) in collaboration with Dr Relder Leguz
Gutiérrez Ruiz, chief of department of licence in Intercultural
Art and Design.
Entitled «Finding your own vision» the workshop focuses on
individual artistic research and the conceptual development
of a work as well as staging in a specific space.

- Antropia “The exhibition is the fruit of the month long seminar, «Finding your own vision», with french artists Maÿliss and Lukas
Zpira from the Chaøs Chrønicles and the bachelor students of the arts and intercultural design department, under the
supervision of the University of intercultural arts of Mexico. The research carried out by the students focused on a very
personal approach, encouraging them through experience both collective and individual, to express their thoughts and
develop their own vision of the world surrounding them, but most of all to understand this world and the meaning and
place ancestral culture has in the contemporary era.
The result is the construction of an intimate labyrinth like space, without a beginning nor an end, where spaces are filled
with strong symbolism, sometimes transgressive, letting us reflect upon our own inner chaos.”
Dr Relder Leguz Gutiérrez Ruiz

58 students participated in the workshop whose
works were exposed at the university then featured at the
Museum of Contemporary Art of Toluca in Mexico.
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MAYLISS SALLES BIØGRAPHY

“Follow your most intense obsessions
mercilessly.”
Franz Kafka

Maÿliss Salles was born in Avignon in the mid nineties. She built her universe in an era slowly loosing
its ideals.
She began to travel with her father at a very early age, she was only 5 years old when they visited New York
for the first time.
Since then they have covered over forty countries and all seven continents. She takes on the nickname of
White Rabbit, which she uses to sign her photographs.
She pursued her studies via correspondence classes in order to travel, thus giving her a sense of
rigour in her approach to work.
This nomadic lifestyle has enabled Maÿliss to open herself to multiple horizons and various disciplines. She
took classes at Les beaux Arts, attended several workshops and seminars with world renown tattoo artists
and photographers, notably during the month of photography in Arles, with Antoine d’Agata. She also participated in numerous performances.
She also took online photography classes in order to perfect basic theory.
She has always been immersed in an artistic universe and surrounded by enriching and creative people,
encouraging her develop her sense of curiosity. Though she spent her childhood amongst adults she feels
she hasn’t grown up too fast.
Maÿliss likes how photography allows her to look at the world as if through a microscope, giving her
a more objective view of the world that surrounds her. She enjoys engaging with people to photograph and
film them, or simply to exchange and communicate with them.
The language barrier can often be a big obstacle. Maÿliss has to studied languages. She is now fluent in
spanish and english, can get by in japanese and french is her native tongue. Next on her list is arabic.

During her travels she had the opportunity to perform at the Body Art Festival in Caracas, Venezuela.
Her photography has also had exposure in various events through installations or exhibitions as well as a
publication in a south american magazine.
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MAYLISS SALLES BIØGRAPHY

Maÿliss also gives workshops at Les Beaux Arts
of Sètes on a regular basis, these lectures are about her
experiences while travelling and meeting people of different cultures with an emphasis on the history of tattoos
and how humans have always displayed their singularity
through body ornamentation.
At the age of 15 Maÿliss and her father decided to
document their journeys, this was the birth of their current
on going project called “The Chaøs Chrønicles”.
She celebrated her 16th birthday at the end of their first
“tour”. It was the turning point, the moment she believes
she became a photographer.
Since that day every kilometer is an adventure, a life
changing experience, a lesson.

FURTHER INFORMATIONS

mayliss@thechaoschronicles.com
www.mygonzotrip.com
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“My name is Lukas Zpira. Life coincidences and personal choices have made me a nomad, a privileged observer of a world i’ve been
traveling for 15 years from east to west, north to
south from dreamlike situations to those which
haunt our worse nightmares.
If we consider what’s happening to our world a
crime, then you may call me its witness”

Born in April 1966 in northern France, Lukas Zpira didn’t pursue formal studies, choosing instead to
learn through life experiences.
In 1993 he took on the name of Lukas Zpira, an anagram of his civil status. He had recently joined the art
collective ADADA in Avignon and was an active member for a period of three years, experimenting with
painting, installations, writing and photography. It was during that time that he became aware that his work
was first and foremost conceptual and could not be expressed solely with one medium
He left ADADA in 1996 to turn towards body art. His performances and various work with
body modification gave him international recognition and he began traveling to various countries around
2000.
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A FEW ARTISTIC REFERENCES - I / Bødy Hacking & Bødy Hacktivism :
Lukas Zpira created Bødy Art in 1996, the first european studio specializing in body modification
techniques such as sub cutaneous or transdermal implants and scarification. These techniques, quite avant
garde at the time, are nowadays experiencing a vast popularization.
In 2000 he organized and self-financed the 6 month long event ART-KØR.OO coinciding with the
Avignon festival themed “La Beauté” . For this event he invited numerous artist, jurists, sociologists and
anthropologists. Philippe Liotard, David Lebreton and australian artist Stelarc participated in lectures on the
questioning of the modified body and the future of mankind.
For this occasion the Weird Factory was created. A gallery space of 150 m² in which a series
of performances and exhibitions were presented on a regular basis right up until 2003.

In parallel to this event, Lukas Zpira also created the “Kollektif ART-KØR ”,
an informal group of performers who got
together for various events with numerous
artistic collaborations. Some of these collaborations included artists such as writers
Tarik Noui and David Defendi, performer
and founder of Materia Prima company
Didier Manuel a.k.a. ODM, musicians Von
Magnet, low/high tech hackers and programmers Spectre, VJ and musician duo
Ouraken and his wife and performance
partner Satomi Zpira.

The “Kollektif ART-KØR” has to this
day presented over 100 performances
worldwide, from the United States To Japan, Australia and New Zealand, Central
and South America as well as most european countries. The collective is still active
today.
In 2002, meeting various members and
actors of these intellectual and artistic circuits, who were respectively tackling the
notion of the modified body and the realization of various misunderstandings and
implications that emerge from the nature
of this topic, prompted Zpira to develop
the concept of “body hacking”. In 2004,
in order to better define his work, which
was to this day perhaps misconstrued, he
elaborated the concept further by writing
the “Bødy Hacktivism” Manifesto
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A FEW ARTISTIC REFERENCES - II / Bløw Yøur Mind Photography :
In 2002 Lukas took up photography again, a medium which he had given up due to unsatisfying
results after his first experience.
Throughout the years he developed his own technique, which was first inspired by French photographer (and also his teacher) Gnom, through his light painting. He has also been strongly influenced by
German expressionism and Man Ray. Following a meeting in New York with Dutch photographer Hans Nelemann helped him to master the art of lighting.
Though the technique he uses is mainly found in black and white photography, he also works in
color using long exposure time and a single light source for all his photographs, taking full advantage of the
chromatic aberrations of the digital cameras he uses, making his work easily recognizable.
His photographic work has been featured in various galleries such as Kinokuniya in Tokyo, and Subterranean in Osaka. Lukas Zpira’s photography encountered a rapid success. His work could also be seen at
Abnormal gallery in Berlin (Germany) and Poznan (Poland), to name a few.

He has also shot some series for fashion brands such as Larare Chaussures (France), May Inc jewellery (Japan) Villain accessories (Japan). In 2005 “Onanisme Manu Military II”, a book on his body modification work was published by Hors Edition in France, followed by his first monograph entitled “Tokyo Love
Doll” in 2008, a work devoted to an oneiric character created by his wife Satomi, published in Japan by
Editions Treville / Pan Exotica.
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QUELQUES REFERENCES ARTISTIQUES - III / Abode of Chaos :
In 2005 Lukas Zpira met artist and entrepreneur Thierry Ehrmann, CEO of ARTPRICE and owner of
the famous Abode of Chaos with whom an artistic and friendly relationship was born.
The Abode of Chaos became a laboratory where the kollektif ART-KØRinaugurated the bunker which was
placed on the premises to present various performances. Many “premieres” occurred here, including on
numerous occasions members of Materia Prima company.
Materia Prima was in charge of the first Biennale which took place at the Abode of Chaos.

In 2011 while working on the Chaøs Chrønicles, a project born from of a blog, which focuses on geopolitical events
shaking up our society today, the idea of taking this opportunity to write a statement came up and was followed by the
organizing of a Biennale. The ongoing political clashes and
economic crash gave birth to many performances.
Lukas Zpira was designated as curator for the 5 week
long event which featured over 70 international artists and
guest speakers. This event’s main goal was to question how
our world is evolving in a chaotic manner, with each week featuring a specific theme including :

Japan Apocalypse
Hacking /T.A.Z /Uotpies Pirates
Obsolete Body/Body Hacktivisme
Les Cavaliers de l’Apocalypse/Vanitas
L’Histoire de l’Oeil

Together with Kurt Ehrmann and Loic Mabily, team members of the filming crew for the Abode of
Chaos, he directed the five presentation videos, each 1 or 2 minutes in length, which were filmed with a
Canon 5D. For each theme, he co-directed a one hour film featuring the afore mentioned presentation, excerpts of performances and interviews with the artists.

Film director Luc Serrano assisted with the special effects.
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GENESIS - I / Counter Culture :
The nature of Lukas’s work and his personal experiences has allowed him to meet many people involved in counter-cultures all over the world. It is through these connections that he began to travel in 2000.
It is also at that time that he took his first steps in documentary making.
He was approached by National Geographic, Discovery Channel and the Learning Channel as a consultant
on topics related to the body.

In 2001 Zpira was contacted by Avalanche production and film director Raphael Sybilla, to work on the project
“No Body Is Perfect”. As well as the title, which Lukas chose,
he found most of the characters who were featured in the
film. Raphael followed him to the United States, South America and Japan. They worked on the project for 6 months,
Lukas picked up the video camera and filmed images for the
making of.
In 2002, Lukas collaborated with Laurent Courau, for
whom he had done some interviews for his blog www.laspirale.org, on a project called ‘Hidden Shadows’ - a Harlem
based “vampire” clan mostly made up of black and Puerto
Rican members he had done photo shoots with during a trip
to New York.
They spent 4 years on the project, giving birth to a 9
minute special for Arte France, an eponymic movie, a book
published by Flammarion as well as a monograph by Hors
Edition.
Filming all the japanese sequences as well as the final scene
for “Vampyres” enabled Lukas to extend his knowledge further in all the steps involved in production as well as improving his technique in manipulating the camera.
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GENESIS - II / Nømadism etc
...His life as a nomad began in 2003 after a fire destroyed everything he owned.
The internet became his tool of preference. Using various online communities as well as an extensive mailing list as means of promotion for the numerous blogs and websites he ran, which focused on his artistic
activities, but also to plan the itineraries for his travels.
He became a enthusiast of the “dry lab” method as it allows him to quickly put photos online, send
files to art galleries for exhibitions or to magazines for publication and minimizes the volume of equipment
down to the bare minimum. Keeping project proposals as simple as possible and basic needs minimal, the
rule is one hand luggage and a small bag, everything else must fit in a single suitcase and able to be carried
by a single person.
By the end of 2011, it became clear that The Chaøs
Chrønicles was the next logical step - after all those years of
traveling, all the people who crossed his path and the incredible experiences lived. It was obvious these experiences had
to be shared.
These are the chrønicles of a world oscillating between two
centuries, a voice-over road movie, somewhere between a
mystical quest and artistic wandering, punctuated with hazardous and improbable encounters.
The arrival of cameras such as the Canon 5D Mark II has opened the path for new technologies
combining top notch photography possibilities with full HD video quality, making this nomadic project possible.
The acquired experiences in the realm of documentary has been an enriching experience, but he felt he
was missing out on something. Between weighty production and invasive filming team, it seemed difficult
to keep a certain spontaneity, giving the final result a sense of mise-en- scène or falseness which was not
quite the desired result.
He had the theme and the title in mind long ago. An observation of our world, a statement he had
developed in the form of a blog in 2010 - a manifesto, a kind of assessment or philosophical pondering on
the violent changes occurring around him, put in parallel with current events.
The first series shot following this theme was “Amores Perros”, about dog fights in Mexico.

FURTHER INFORMATIONS

lukaszpira@gmail.com
www.hackingthefuture.org

www.blowyourmind.photography.com
http://borderlinebiennale.tv
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LINKS & ADDITIØNAL INFØRMATIØN

«Provided we can escape from the museums we carry around inside us, provided we can stop
selling ourselves tickets to the galleries in our own skulls, we can begin to contemplate an
art which re-creates the goal of the sorcerer: changing the structure of reality by the manipulation of living symbols ...
Art tells gorgeous lies that come true.»
Hakim Bey

WEBSITE &
SOCIAL NETWORKS

www.thechaoschronicles.org
www.facebook.com/thechaoschronicles23
https://www.instagram.com/thechaoschronicles/

CHANNELS

http://creative.arte.tv/fr/chaos-chronicles-fragments
http://vimeo.com/channels/thechaoschronicles

CONTACT

Lukas
Maÿliss
Melanie

lukaszpira@blowyourmind-production.com
mayliss@blowyourmind.production.com
melanie@blowyourmind-production.com

The Chaøs Chrønicles is produced
by our own production company created
in 2014 in order to pursue our project.

Nothing could have been possible without
the help and support of our contributors.
We wish to extend our sincere gratitude
once more for believing in our project.

PRØDUCTIØN

All cøntent © Maÿliss & Lukas Zpira - Bløw Yøur Mind - The Chaøs Chrønicles
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« SØMETIMES THE JØURNEY IS MØRE
IMPØRTANT THAN THE GØAL »

© Bløwyøurmind Prøductiøn 2016

